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Shawn Greathouse | hamskea co-founder

our mission

at t e a m h a m s k e a , w e s t r i v e t o i n s p i r e t h e

a r c h e r i n a l l o f u s b y b u i l d i n g r e l at i o n s h i p s ,
p r o v i d i n g e d u c at i o n , a n d c r e at i n g r e l i a b l e
solutions to maximize accuracy.

hamskea

new

arrow rest

arrow rest

sound dampening over-molded
full containment bracket

we developed the

stainless-steel launcher

arrow rest to incorporate

the proven design elements from its predecessors in a

(includes die-cut felt)

slimmer and simplified application resulting in world class

NEW REBOUND DAMPENER

performance that everyone can experience.

(in-line cord dampening system)
patent pending

features:

-rock solid build using stainless steel and anodized aluminum
- 3.6 oz, our lightest model
-limb actuated for consistent rest timing (configurable for top or bottom limb)
-zero tolerance technologytm
-our most compact design
-fits a wide variety of bows
-heavy gauge internal torsion spring to lift launcher
-includes felt overlay
-in-line REBOUND DAMPENER eliminates launcher flutter and reduces mechanical
stresses

-customized engraving available (up to 13 characters per line)

dual over-sized stainless-steel
ball bearings

no-slip octagon lever arm
riser mounted arrow guide

PROVEN PERFORMANCE FOR
MAXIMUM DURABILITY AND ACCURACY
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new designs
customized engraving available

trinity series
arrow rests

Our trinitytm arrow rests simply
outperform all others. With an ultra smooth
and stable three-stainless steel bearing
foundation that supports the rotating carrier
rod, our zero tolerance technology™ has
been taken to a whole new level.
didn’t stop there!

And we

We applied our zero stop

trinity hunter pro

technology™ for the up and down positions

quiet over molded

of the launcher, which makes for an absolute

containment bracket

repeatable launcher position.

quiet over molded

The patented

(can also be replaced with
g-flex launchers)

flutter, and reduces the impact on internal

Shooter of the Year

g-flex launcher with

wide launcher

in-line dampening coil eliminates launcher

trinity target pro
gradient flex technology

components caused by shock of the shot
cycle.

The trinity hunter protm comes with
our durable, yet quiet, over molded
containment launcher. We also made
setup easy and fast with the Easy-Glide™
cord tensioner. Just release the securing
o-ring and slide the plate to the desired
position for cord tension, then re-apply the
o-ring. No tools. It’s that simple. Gone are

micro-tune windage

delta v

delta v

micro-tune windage

adjustment

arrow guide

and elevation adjustment

arrow guide
in-line dampening coil
reduces excessive force
preventing launcher
flutter

carrier rod supported by
bearings for unmatched

reduces excessive force

)

carrier rod supported by
positive launcher

bearings for unmatched
support

angle adjustment
positive
launcher angle

internal torsion

adjustment

spring adjustment

easy-glide

tm

accuracy.

spring adjustment

customized engraving

tan

coyote od green concrete

black

(anodized)

trinity hunter pro
-quiet over molded wide launcher
-quiet over molded containment bracket
(optional target conversion kit available)

vs.

trinity target pro
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cord tensioner

for easy tension adjustment

cord

Coupled with the 8 sided, non-slip

have everything you need to maximize your

tm

tension adjustment

rotation tension of the launcher shaft.

and the anti-bounce back dampening coil, you

easy-glide
internal torsion

tensioner for easy

multiple adjust positions to change the

compression clamp design for the lever arm

preventing launcher flutter

(patent #8,544,4
57

)

three stainless steel ball

Tunability is critical for all archers and the
trinity allows for ultimate tunability.
Micro-tune windage/elevation features come
standard. The textured spring knob provides

in-line dampening coil

three stainless steel ball
support

(patent #8,544,4
57

the days of searching for tools and fumbling
around with small fasteners.

and elevation

-g-flex wide launcher (pat# 10,746,499)
-no containment bracket
(optional hunter conversion kit available)

silver

trinity

black

available

(anodized)

common features:

-multi-configurable (top or bottom limb actuated, cable driven, cable fall away,
fixed with tension mode).
-three stainless steel ball bearings
-zero tolerance carrier rod
-in-line dampening coil (patent# 8,544,457)
-easy-glidetm cord tensioner (patent pending)
-fits split limb or solid limb bows
-torsion spring and launcher angle adjustments
-customized engraving (up to 13 characters per line)

arrow rests

trinity series

hybrid series
arrow rests

The Hybrid Hunter Protm takes design
elements from the proven Versa-Rest
platform and puts them in a more

20% lighter.
The Zero Tolerance Technology™ is key to
streamlined package that is

ensure that there is no lateral play in the
shaft and that the rotation action is silky
smooth.

hybrid hunter pro

The launcher shaft rides on two
over-sized sealed stainless-steel ball

quiet over molded

bearings that provide consistently smooth

containment bracket

rotation shot after shot, as proven by

quiet over molded stainless launcher

Vegas in 2020. The Hybrid
Hunter Pro™ also adopts adjustment
features like Zero Stop Technology™ for
winning

comes with wide stainless launcher
micro-tune windage

the up and down positions of the

adjustment optional

For tunability, the textured

spring knob provides multiple adjustment

reduces excessive force

reduces excessive force

With the 8-sided,

preventing launcher

preventing launcher

non-slip, compression clamp design of the
dampening coil you have all the elements

in-line dampening coil

in-line dampening coil

positions to change the rotation tension of

lever arm and the anti-bounce back

adjustment optional

and elevation

repeatable launcher position ensuring

the launcher shaft.

and elevation

micro-tune windage

launcher which makes for an absolute
accuracy.

hybrid target pro

(patent #8,5
44

flutter

,457)

flutter

(patent #8,5
44

,457)

for ultimate tunability to maximize your

adjustable cord clamp

accuracy.

The containment bracket of the Hybrid
Hunter Protm has a composite core
structure covered in a softshell rubber
type coating that provides both durability
and quietness.

adjustable cord

launcher angle
adjustment

This approach has also been

easy positive

clamp

easy positive

launcher angle
adjustment

internal torsion
spring adjustment

internal torsion
spring adjustment

applied to the containment launcher with a
similar proprietary material.

The Hybrid Hunter Pro™ has been designed
to integrate proven tournament accuracy
design elements into a bowhunter specific
arrow rest.

Hence the name “hybrid”. No

longer do bowhunters have to compromise
accuracy for huntability.

dave cousins

customized engraving

tan

coyote od green concrete

black

(anodized)

hybrid hunter pro

-quiet over molded wide launcher
-quiet over molded containment bracket
(optional target conversion kit available)

vs.

hybrid target pro
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-wide stainless launcher (w/ backer plate)
-no containment bracket
(optional hunter conversion kit available)

silver

black

(anodized)

available

hybrid series features:

-multi-configurable (top or bottom limb actuated, cable driven, cable fall away,
fixed with tension mode).
-two stainless steel ball bearings
-optional micro-tune windage and elevation adjustment
-zero tolerance carrier rod
-in-line dampening coil (patent# 8,544,457)
-fits split limb or solid limb bows
-torsion spring and launcher angle adjustments
-customized engraving available

arrow rests

hybrid series

our rests

we designed our arrow rests to excel
both in the field and on the tournament trail.
guided by our principle of maximizing accuracy!

a year of dominance
kyle douglas
1st
the vegas shoot
1
usa archery indoor nationals
st

1st
nfaa indoor nationals
1st
asa delta/mckenzie pro/am

sharon wallace
1st
asa hoyt pro/am

1st
asa delta/mckenzie pro/am
1st
ibo 2nd leg triple crown
1st
ibo triple crown champion
1st
asa shooter of the year
1st
ibo shooter of the year

features

trinity

hybrid

trinity

hybrid

hunter pro

hunter pro

target pro

target pro

configuration options
stainless steel ball bearings
standard launcher*

5 options
3

5 options
2

3 options
2

over molded

over molded

yes

yes

zero tolerance technology

™

cord dampening system**

stainless

5 options
3
g-flex

5 options
2
wide-stainless

yes

yes

yes

in-line dampening coil in-line dampening coil rebound dampener in-line dampening coil in-line dampening coil

cord tensioner

easy-glide

cord clamp

cord clamp

yes

yes

containment bracket
micro-tune

easy-glide

cord clamp

yes

no***

no***

included

optional

no

included

optional

adjustable spring tension

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

adjustable launcher angle

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

*all hamskea launchers can be attached to all hamskea rests.
**in-line dampening coil and rebound dampener are interchangeable.
***optional containment bracket can be added using the hunter conversion kit.

toja ellison
1st
opa bowfest

michael braden
1st
asa hoyt pro/am

1st
usa archery outdoor nationals

1st
asa shooter of the year

1st
usa archery us open

1st
asa delta/mckenzie pro/am

1st
nfaa 3d nationals
1st
nfaa shooter of the year

tim gillingham
1
asa mathew’s pro/am
st

1st
ibo 1st leg triple crown
1st
ibo 2nd leg triple crown

robert householder
1st
asa elite pro/am
1st
asa shooter of the year

1st
usa archery SoCal showdown
1st
usa archery target nationals
od green

concrete

coyote

tan

silver

(target models only)

1st
nfaa national outdoor field
1st
nfaa national outdoor target
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1st
opa bowfest

our rests

trinity
hybrid

a year like none other

business owner
college grad
vegas champ
husband
2020 was a unique year for many of us, but for Kyle
Douglas it was extraordinary. Kyle started off the year
with a bang by winning arguably the largest tournament
in all of archery, THE VEGAS SHOOT. As one of the
youngest ever to win The Vegas Shoot, many would
expect him to celebrate, Vegas style. But Kyle celebrated
by driving back home to Utah yet that night and strolled
into his 8:00am college engineering class the next
morning. You see, Kyle is probably one of the most
humble and down-to-earth guys you will ever meet.
He has poured 4 years of his life into his engineering
degree- all while shooting (and winning) at tournaments
across the country. He was not going to let a Super Bowl
like win interfere with his goal of graduating college. So,
he quietly walked into class, his classmates none the
wiser they were amongst the world’s top shooter. That
alone would be an unforgettable year for most, but that’s
only part of Kyle’s extraordinary year...
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...We would be remiss if we didn’t mention the other big
accomplishments in Kyle’s life during 2020. He won the
ASA Classic, USA Archery Indoor Nationals and NFAA
Indoor Nationals- he was on fire on the
tournament trail this year! Talented and hard working,
he also opened his archery shop, Douglas Archery, in
Ogden, Utah. He continues to bow hunt every fall. Oh,
and he got married. Kyle is a genuine ambassador for
archery, a great role model for many, and an all around
nice guy. We’ve enjoyed watching Kyle accomplish
so much this year, and we couldn’t be more excited to
watch him continue his success. Congratulations Kyle
on a year like none other!

douglas archery

| ogden, utah | est. 2020

rest accessories

limb
clamp attachments
low weight low profile, our limb clamp attachments are a true mechanical

versa
overdraw

attachment mechanism for the dampening coil and cord to any limb driven
rest. The dampening coil prevents the cord from stretching, acts as a shock
absorber when the shot is fired and manages the launcher rebound.

steel launchers
5/8”

3/4”

1”

(attaches directly to most mathew’s and mission bows)

For long draw archers that have a hard
time finding a stiff enough arrow to
shoot, the Versa Overdraw allows you
to shoot a shorter arrow making your
effective spine stiffer. No longer do
archers have to compromise
accuracy due to arrow selection.
The Versa Overdraw design is compatible
with the Trinity and Hybrid series, as well
as most other rests on the market. It
can easily be used by both right and left
handed archers by simply reversing the
catch plate. Maximize your accuracy with
the Versa Overdraw and take to the field
knowing that you have the most
forgiving set up on the planet!

REBOUND DAMPENER

standard

new limb cord
attachment bracket

Top pros from around the world are
utilizing the torque tuning method to
make the most forgiving setup
possible. With the Versa Overdraw,
archers are able to increase the variable
distance between the rest and bow
riser. The extra adjustment allows
shooters to find the most forgiving rest
position on each individual bow.

NEW

(in-line cord dampening system)
patent pending

hybrid
over molded
launcher

0.012”
wide
stainless

primer
containment
launcher

backer
plate

0.012”
narrow
stainless

hybrid
felt overlay

hybrid
stainless core
launcher

0.032”
contoured
accu-guide

0.010”
hurricane
blued

contoured
accu-guide
felt overlay

0.010
deep v
blued

universal limb
clamp kit
cord clamp
assembly

rebound dampener
features:

(pat# 10,746,499)

-made of uv resistant polymer
-dampening material that stretches in 3

easy-glidetm
cord tensioner
(patent pending)

conversion kits

g-flex wide
target conversion kit

contoured accu-guide
target conversion kit

ultra
wide
field
3d
narrow
0.240” width 0.302” width 0.174” width 0.444” width

dimensions
full capture
1.176” width

g-flex launcher features:

-durable composite material that reduces wear
and is non-corrosive
-patented (pat# 10,746,499) gradient flex technology

reduce fletching contact

-eliminates launcher flutter
-reduces shock to rest components
-dampens sound during shot cycle
-compatible with all limb driven rests

reduces launcher oscillation and recovers quicker

-eliminates stress fractures common with spring steel
wide stainless
target conversion kit

hunter conversion kit

launchers

-Lowers moment of inertia for faster rotational
reaction time

-Flush-fit screws pair up with the tapered mounting
holes for increased mounting surface area and a
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-dampens launcher bounce back to

repeatable launcher position.

rest accessories

launchers
limb clamps
overdraw

InSight Peep dominates
the podium
The peep that revolutionized archery
wins 2020 events

confidence
in clarity

12 asa events
6 ibo events

What’s the highest obtainable clarity worth...
just ask the best shooters in the world. They
demanded it, so we built it. To see the target
perfectly clear requires a system of ultra-high
tolerances, to provide superior optical clarity.
Using aerospace light baffling technology and
the highest grade clarifying lens glass, the
InSight Peep System helped many archers
dominate the podium this year.

4 usa archery events
4 asa shooter of the year
3 ibo shooter of the year
3 nfaa events

Renee Hornbuckle

2 opa bowfest
1 the vegas shoot

Sebastien Peineau
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levi morgan

sarah prieels

v

InSight Peep
confidence in
clarity
We engineered the InSight Peep
with aerospace designed anti-glare
baffles to be the lightest tubular
peep on the market with the highest
grade optical clarity lenses for a
singular purpose: so the best in the

InSight Peep System
interchangeable
polymer apertures
(2 gr.)

InSight Peep kit options

Shooter of the Year

lightweight magnesium
housing (14gr.)
proprietary coating

world can shoot their best!

the InSight peep changed the landscape for
archery peep sights, providing target clarity
that is simply unmatched.

We ventured into

the aerospace world to find light baffling
t#
(paten

around the edges of the peep.
the days of the

Gone are
“halo” effect when looking

through your peep in less than ideal lighting
conditions.

And we weren’t satisfied with
just any glass for our lenses. We demanded

,473)

10,012

technology that eliminates glare from

feather vision
pro peep kit

multicoated lens (3gr.)

short draw
standard
peep kit

deluxe peep kit

standard
peep kit

lens kit

6 aperture set

aerospace anti-glare baffles

the highest quality and most precise glass
available with hydrophobic (to repel water),
oleophobic (to repel oil and smudges) and
anti-glare coatings.

feather vision
short draw
short draw
deluxe peep kit
pro peep kit

aperture centering geometry

Why did we pack so

much technology and engineering into our

new hydrophobic and oleophobic coatings interchangeable polymer apertures
*see chart on page 27 for determining the correct lens

hamskea clarifiers

InSight Peep design: so the best in the world
can shoot their best.

1/32” 3/64” 1/16” 3/32” 1/8” 5/32”

features:

short draw*

(52.5 string angle)
0
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standard

(37.5 and 450 string angle)
0

the InSight Peep System comes with two different
housings that fit a wide variety of bow lengths and
draw lengths. (*see chart on page 27 for determining
the correct peep housing)

-patented aerospace anti-glare technology
-ultra high tolerance optical center
-all metal housing (14 grains)
-45% lighter than similar peep systems
-interchangeable polymer aperture (anti-scratch; 2 grains)
-feather visontm clarifier options provide the clearest
most optically centered lens in the industry (3 grains)
-proprietary coating to eliminate string fraying
-hydrophobic, oleophobic and anit-glare lens coating

peep systems

InSight peep

third axis levels

raptor peep

v

third axis levels
We shoot in a 3-dimensional world, so all
3 axis of our sights must be level. the most

raptor peep

dual string angle grooves
(designed to fit modern hunting bows)

innovative and versatile leveling tool on the

new

gen
2
pro
third axis level
(patent #7,975,391)

alignment rod for assessing 3rd axis

market does just that. the

(pa
te

nt

#1

0,0

12

proprietary coating

leveling applications from initial bow setup all
the way to setting your sight’s

3rd axis at full
draw. for maximizing your accuracy, nothing
else compares!

features

,47

3)

aerospace anti-glare baffles
string groove
1/8”

3/16”

1/4”

raptor peep string
groove selection
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features:
-patented aerospace anti-glare technology
-3 different aperture sizes
(1/8”,3/16”, 1/4”)
-lightweight all metal housing
-proprietary coating to eliminate string fraying
-dual string angles (350 and 400) designed to fit
modern hunting bows

bubble level for
1st and 2nd axis

easy
third axis level
(patent #7,975,391)

bubble level for
1st and 2nd axis

alignment rod for assessing 3rd axis

is

a feature filled level that allows for multiple

2-axis turret level
compact
sliding design

gen2pro

gen
2pro third
easy
third axis
axis
level

level

string groove

yes

yes

1st and 2nd axis
bubble level

yes

yes

alignment rod

yes

noyes

bow press required

no

nono

level 3rd access at
full draw

yes

yes
yes

mounts to most
sights and risers

yes

yesyes

custom engraving
available

yes

yesno

2-axis turret level

yes

compact
sliding design

yes

no

no
yes
no
yes*

raptor peep
3rd axis
levels

target pins
target pins
(patent pending)

ergonomic design

custom stock logos

(available as 4-pack)
country and state flags, military flags, and many more logos

nfaa compliant

stainless steel shaft
(smooth or ring)

sold as a 4-pack
hamskea logo
integrated connection
system snaps together

customized dealer logos
(available as 4-pack or in bulk)

arojac

arrow puller

circle or oval in 4 different colors
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features:
-easily pull arrows from new targets or cold 3-D targets
-reduce the risk of injury by controlled arrow removal
-great for kids and women
-eliminates the need to hand twist arrows
-can even pull arrows out of wood

target pins
arojac

Dan Staton | elk shape

Stephane Titley

Clint Casper

Erin McGladdery

Sam Smith

Tyler Heritage

Craig Van Arsdale

Dan McCarthy

Sharon Wallace

Yahsti Perkinskiller

Chance Beaubouef
Levi Morgan
Michael Braden

Adam Wells | outback outdoors

Trevon Stoltzfus | outback outdoors
Trousdell Media

Conner Sears

George Ryals

a company for archers by archers

Robert Householder

Jean Philippe Boulch

Emily McCarthy

Richard Teasley

David Houser

Chris Nowak

Jordan Tarbett

Willi Schmidt

Justin Hannah

Heather Gore

Missy and Phil Mendoza | Alpha Bowhunting

Jeff Helsley

Josh Kirchner | dialed in hunter
Travis Gross

Chris Hammond

Matt Sullivan

Justin Wampler
Shelley
Shelley Wampler
Wampler

John Leighton

Allen Bolen

Tim Gillingham | hamskea co-founder
Jeremy Munoz

Kevin Koch
Stephan Hansen
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Born and Raised Outdoors

Beau Martonik | East Meets West

Andrew Munsell | hamskea co-founder

Nate Wilken

apparel &
technical info

technical info

apparel
black/grey

blue/white

brown/tan

grey/white

installing a clarifying lens into the hamskea InSight Peep System

grey/black

1. place the aperture into the installation tool with aperture upward.
2. place the clarifying lens on top of the aperture. lining up the aperture notch with the letter on the
lens allows you to consistently index your lens every time the system is taken apart.
3. while holding your peep vertical, install the aperture/lens up into the peep and tighten until the
aperture is snug. be sure while installing the aperture/lens that the threads engage smoothly and that
the lens doesn’t bind or become angled.

blue

when changing aperture sizes, be sure to reinstall the lens per these instructions. do not remove the
aperture and screw in the next one. this could cause mis-alignment of the lens and lead to cracking.
improper installation of the clarifying lens of over tightening could result in damage to the lens,
aperture, or peep.

grey logo t-shirt

blue logo t-shirt
raptor peep string
groove selection

InSight peep string
groove indicator
37.50 groove
is smooth

450 groove
contains an
indentation

atomic archery custom jersey
3”x5”

apparel
technical

10”x18”

6”x10”
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black logo t-shirt

window decals

all technical information is available at www.hamskeaarchery.com

5969 iris pkwy, unit a | frederick, co 80504 | 970-978-8490 | www.hamskeaarchery.com

